
Training Tips for Stage 13 
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This stage will most likely be run after the sun has set which makes for much cooler 
temperatures (perfect running weather).  It will most likely be pitch dark except for the lights from 
the other follow vehicles; this wasn’t a problem but the shoulder of the road is not the greatest.   
 
About the first 4.5 miles of the run will be uphill but it’s not that bad at all.  The last 2.5 miles is 
downhill-ish which makes for some fast times.  I consider myself a “flat lander” living here in 
Central Texas so I didn’t think the slight elevation throughout the entire stage was a problem at 
all.   
 
There is no cell-phone service out there so bring an MP3 player or some other type of music 
device since you won’t be able to stream anything. 
 
Here’s the elevation, altitude, and distance data I collected last year for Stage 13: 
 

 
 
Austin sits at approximately 489’ above sea level so I was really concerned about running at 
elevation.  The whole time I was training, I only had one run at elevation and it was by far the 
toughest training run I had completed.  Needless to say, I was extremely concerned about the 
elevation for Stage 13 but it wasn’t a factor at all during the actual race; the starting line sits at 
3,097’ above sea level.  If there was any impact on performance, it was minimal at best.  Runners 
preparing for Stage 13 should incorporate some type of altitude training but it shouldn’t be their 
main focus.   
 
Runners should focus on their climbing ability since the first ~4mi of Stage 13 is a gradual rise 
(between 1-2% grade).  Even though runners are only gaining 338’ (peak is  3,435’ above sea 
level), the climb can be a game changer since all of the climbing is the first half of the 
leg.  Runners should try to incorporate long sustained climbing within their training to better 
prepare for this leg.  Stage 13 levels off a between miles 4 and 5 and then begins to descend for a 
fast finish. 
 
Runners can expect to run Stage 13 at night which leads to cooler running temperatures. 
Runners should ensure they are used to running in temperatures between 40-50º for many 
reasons but primary so they know what to wear and what they’ll need for hydration 



purposes.  The team’s follow vehicle will be close, so if a runner has to shed a layer mid-run, or 
has some hydration concerns, the follow vehicle will be there to help them out.   
 

 
 
Speaking of night time running, runners should incorporate some of their training at night to 
get used to how this affects the body.  The entire route is located within the Pacific Time Zone, 
so runners should be cognizant that they may be running at a much later time of day then their 
body is used to.   
 
I hope this helps out whoever may be running Stage 13 but if they have a specific question, 
please reach out to me and I’ll try to answer it as best I can. 
 
Thanks, 
Jason 
 
 
 


